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Consultation response on the Mid Devon Design Guide SPD from the Ancient Tree Forum
to: Forward Planning
Mid Devon District Council
Phoenix House
Phoenix Lane
Tiverton

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing this response on behalf of the Ancient Tree Forum.

The Ancient Tree Forum (ATF) is a charity which has pioneered the conservation of ancient and
veteran trees and their associated habitats such as ancient wood pasture and parkland. The ATF
seeks to secure the long-term future of ancient and veteran trees and associated habitats through
advocacy of no further avoidable loss, good management, the development of a succession of future
ancient and veteran trees, and seeking to raise awareness and understanding of their value and
importance.

The draft design guide provides excellent advice on factors that generate building form and
layout  (such as  building typologies , settlement types, street character etc ). The  "Landscape and
settlement form" document discusses the site location in relation to its landscape setting, however
there is little guidance on how development should relate to natural features in more detail - such as
ancient and veteran trees and hedges.  These are important to design and planning decisions and
could be explained in a new section about landscape/biodiversity/green infrastructure.

Veteran and Ancient Trees are highly valuable in the mid Devon Landscape and highly valuable for
biodiversity. The NPPF asks us to take special consideration for these features as "irreplaceable
habitats" and the government standing advice for planning https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ancient-
woodland-and-veteran-trees-protection-surveys-licences#ancient-and-veteran-trees makes clear
reference to buffer zones of 15 times the tree diameter for root protection or 5m beyond the
canopy, whichever is the greatest. N.B. This is in excess of the normal BS 5837 used for
development tree surveys and should be taken into account when planning officers review
arboriculturalist tree reports on development sites - but often is not because it does not yet feature
in local authority guidance. These should be identified at the very earliest stage and taken account of
in new layouts.  The Ancient Tree Inventory has begun the process of recording these trees, but
more will become obvious in tree surveys on sites.  Better to establish the principles affecting good
layout in this guide.   A buffer zone is also given for development adjacent to ancient woodlands
which could also be included in the guidance.
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Hedgerows and field patterns are also an essential cultural characteristic of the Mid Devon
Countryside as well as holding high biodiversity value. Retention of significant hedgerows on the site
should also include a buffer zone to protect tree root zones in the hedgerow.  A simple rule of
thumb, protecting at least 10m either side of the hedge, would be advantageous if these are to be
properly protected. These zones can protect wildlife corridors and could provide useful footpath
routes through larger developments.  They can also be used for SUDS routes as part of the natural
drainage of the site. These zones could be incorporated into rear gardens - but the
hedgerows  themselves may not form an adequate secure boundary unless special design measures
are taken.

I have included a sketch, above, which shows how these principles may be incorporated into the
"settlement typologies" illustrations on p42 - with further detail on buffer zones on a
separate page  in the following  "Site situations" section. This could include cross sections and notes
such as the standing advice dimensions for buffer zones for instance.

I have been involved  in recording many ancient and veteran trees in  Devon,  and training volunteers
continuing to undertake this work in the county. As an urban designer and member of the Cornwall
Design Review Panel I have seen many examples of development layouts that have not taken these
factors into account at an early enough stage creating problems at the planning stage.  If the design
guide is to be the main advisory tool for developing the layout then these principles should be
included.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment..

Tim Kellett
Ancient Tree Forum
90 Kimberley Park Road
Falmouth
Cornwall


